LiveInventory
Your Recipe to Lower Food Costs
• Order only what you need.
• Reduce spoilage and carrying costs.
• Track inventory more quickly and accurately.

Inventory is one of the greatest costs of running your restaurant. You need
ingredients to make the meals, but ordering too much can impact your
cash flow and if food spoils you are throwing away money. LiveInventoryTM
predicts the inventory you need and makes managing the process easier and
more efficient.
The right ingredients at the right time
LiveInventory integrates with your POS to track
inventory in real-time, removing items as ingredients
(and meals they are part of) are sold. This transactionlevel information means you know, up-to-themoment, the amount of inventory you have on hand,
what items may run out and what products are going
to expire. This information, combined with predictive
sales forecasting and safety stock thresholds, lets you
know exactly how much inventory to order each time.
No more guessing at how busy you may be and
ordering “extra”, just in case. LiveInventory will
improve order efficiency, reduce your food carry costs
and reduce spoilage.

“

LiveInventory is helping us
manage inventory and lower food
costs across all our restaurants.

electronic order reconciliation. The real-time inventory
reporting and seamless electronic data interchange
(EDI) with the largest food suppliers makes it easy to
populate, place and receive orders, electronically.
LiveInventory lets you send the order from an Internet
enabled device, directly to the food supplier. The
supplier confirms the order and sends back the
confirmed shipping manifest – the same one the
driver has. Not only is this easier and more efficient,
it also means pack sizes and associated costs are
always up to date.

Trade inventory between locations
If you own multiple locations, LiveInventory makes it
easy to track and trade inventory between locations,
ensuring restaurants don’t run out, but that food
costs are properly managed and assigned. Don’t let
paperwork or process prevent you from selling more or
losing control of managing your business.

- Dan H, Souper Salad

Save time and reduce human error
Managing your inventory – counting stock and
receiving orders - is time consuming and prone to
mistakes. LiveInventory makes the whole process
easier and more efficient with digital count sheets and

Learn more about Livelenz and how
LiveInventory will lower your food cost and
improve the order efficiency of each restaurant.
Contact us at:
1.888.407.0501 ext. 4 or sales@livelenz.com

